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ASB~Ujustices
wave goodbye
BY RANDALLPOST
Special to The Arbiter
ASBSU will lose eight years
of combined service when
Baxter
Andrews,
Joseph
1<alartge and Chris Mathias of
the ASBSU Judiciary graduate
at the end of this semester.
; Baxter
Andrews
is
a
Criminal Justice senior, who
palls from the city of Tucson,
Ariz. Andrews was recently inducted Into the BSU
Hall of Fame under the student . government
category.
Andrews is a charter member of the Gamma Beta Phi
Honor Society, a member of
the Alpha Phi Slgma..National
Criminal
Justice
Honor
Society, and Lambda Alpha
Epsilon, and the American
Criminal Justice Association.
"Baxter has the ability to
look for details no one else
does, she can find minute things that everyone
else misses," says Judiciary
Advisor Mike Esposito.
Andrews says her attention
to detail comes from a desire
to know the cause and effects
of the situation at hand.
"I don't see things as they
are. I want to know what
made It happen," Andrews
says.
After graduation, Andrews
plans on continuing her summer job as a research assistant until the contract ends
in November. After that she
wants to attend graduate
school In Arizona and obtain
her Ph.D InJustice Studies.
Andrews has a desire to come
back to BSU and teach.
She says her life motto
comes from the 19th century
French artist and critic Emile
Zola, "I'm here to live out
loud."
Chief Justice Joe Kalange
is a Political Science major
with an emphasis in Public
Law and Political Philosophy.
Kalange has served three years
on the Judiciary. KaIange,
who is .an Idaho native, has
won the Presidential Writing
Award and was awarded the
Political Science Department
scholarship.
"Joe has been very fair. He
is a good leader, and people
respect him," says Senate Pro
Tempore Pam MaGee. "Plus,
Joe tells it like it is."
Mike Esposito adds that
Kalange . has a good legal
mind and pays attention to.
procedure and precedent.
KaIange plans on looking
into the AmeriCorps or the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps after
graduation. He may also stay
in Idaho and help his brother
with property management.
Associate
Justice
Chris
Mathias has served in all
three branches of student
government,
including
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ASBSU president from 2002
to 2003. Mathias, a Criminal
Justice Major, is a native of
Vermont and a veteran of the
U.S. Coast Guard. He plans to
either attend Vermont Law
School or take a year off and
travel the world.
Sen. Pam MaGee fondly
remembers
a story about
Mathias: "Chris and I were in
the same Second Wind class
our freshman year, and we
took a tour of the ASBSU offices. We went into the room
with all the portraits of the
former (ASBSU) presidents.
Chris said very quiet and under his breath 'My picture will
Aliishaq and Jim Wolfe bid farewell to ASBSU presidency and vice presidency as they display their last respects to Kal-Koo.

Chris Mathias

ISHAQ REMEMBERED FOR
PROMOTING DIVERSITY .

Baxter Andrews

funds to Boise State as well as other univershies. "We should have a voice in the com:
. mittee," Ishaq said.
:
In retrospect, Ishaq sees one large mlstake while serving as ASBSU president. He
spearheaded an initiative to remove the rel1
sculpture, "Kalkoo." from the quad ar~a.
Ishaq imposed a Saddam Hussein head 01)
the sculpture. Ishaq now understands ¢e
significance of the sculpture.
:
"There are 13 different sculptures in val,ious parts of the world. There are sculptures
in East Asia and Croatia. I still think it col!1d
be moved to a better location to open up
meeting space in front of the quads," Ishaq
said.
With Ishaq's dedication to diversity, it is
bothersome to see funding being cut from
certain clubs and organizations by the new
administration.
"I hope to see a changing attitude, no
more jokes or budget cuts," Ishaq said of
the new ASBSU President David Morriss.
Ishaq "lobbied hard for $80,000 budget
for student organizations, $13,000 went directly to raises for ASBSU," (when Morriss
took control of the budget.) Ishaq said.
"I hope my that my words are mainly
taken as a warning to all students, particularly women, students of color and those
involved in student organizations - that
they will need to keep an extra eye on this
administration to make sure their programs
aren't cut and that their concerns are being
addressed. "
Ishaq will be helping his parents at Taj
Mahal and is planning a trip to Dubai and '
United Arab Emirates with is brothers. He
plans to attend law school with aspirations
of being a corporate lawyer.
Ali Ishaq wanted to give special thanks to
his administration and those who helped
him throughout his collegiate years.

~~I
hope my that my
words are mainly

BY CHARLIE CLAYTON
News Reporter

The Cinco De Mayo celebration was a fitting fair-well for Ali Ishaq, the outgoing student body president. He graduates this semester with an International relations major and an International business minor.
Ishaq worked hard to promote diversity
at BSU as an ASBSU senator for two years
and as president in his last year.
His family moved from the United Arab
Emirates, close to Saudi Arabia, just 10
years ago. His parents own the Taj Mahal
restaurant on Fairview Ave in Boise.
Ishaq joined the ASBSU Senate because
he believes in the power of students to
make changes.
·ALIISHAQ
"Student involvement makes a tremendous difference," Ishaq said.
One of the biggest accomplishments imservice that Boise State adopted.
plemented while Ishaq was in office was his
Ishaq explained the system was, called for
work with Judy Torres, Director of Diversity
by students.
Affairs, to add a diversity class to the re• Pickaprof.com allows students to share
quired curriculum.
teacher evaluations. The organization also
"It could be any class from a different perspective such as international relations or shares public information about the professor, such as grades given. BSU is one month
foreign languages," Ishaq said. The policy
into a year-long trial period for the service.
starts in Fall 2006.
Jim Wolfe, former ASBSU vice president,
Ishaq gave special thanks to lobbyist
James Skaggs in their debate of the BSU championed the Spirit on Campus program. Wolfe obtained a large screen televiadministration
about the annual student
sion and snack foods for home tallgating of
fee increase and were able to lower the rate.
away games, said Ishaq.
Ishaq meticulously scanned every old fee to
"The attendance
doubled with every
asses its current relevance. Then he overgame, there were 100. people tallgating
viewed the new fees for importance in relafor the last (away) game of the year," said
tion to cost efficiency.
ISl .. t!j.
.
The administration proposed an increase
Ishaq also experienced disappointments
of 10 percent, all going towards matriculaduring his period of service. He wanted to
tion. Through intense dialogue, Ishaq was
able to lower the student fee increase to 8.3 ',establish a student seat on the Idaho State
Board of Education. Ishaq said his attempt
percent, with 7 percent going towards mawas met wtthambivalence,'
triculation.
'
The State Board of Education allocates
Ishaq forged the new teacher evaluation

taken as a warning
to all students ... to
keep an exira eye on

this administration"

Joe Kalange

be up there.' "Two years later
Chris is running for president,
and so I decided to run for
Senate and become involved
in student government off of
Chris's inspiration."
Senior Justice Mike Clifford
says that once the three justices have resigned, the replacement process will start.
"Applicants will be interviewed by the executive staff;
then if they are approved the
applicants will be appointed
by the president and sent to
the Senate where they will
require a majority vote for approval."
.According to Clifford and
returning justice Associate
Justice Marc Morris, the new
justices will be trained at the
ASBSU retreat this summer.
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'RillIlored recall hurries
passage of new ASBSU code
BYMONICAPIUCE
News Reporter
An audience of less than a
dozen people sat in on the
last ASBSU Senate meeting as
new recall codes wet!! rushed
through while rumors of a possible recall targeting ASBSU
President David Morriss continue to grow. The new code
will control in detail how recall
elections would take place. au
the Way down to the paper it's
printed on.'
. The ASBSU constitution says
any officer can be recalled and'
the Senate dictates' how recall elections w'JI be handled.
BefOre now the Senate had no
"gUJdeunes 10 deal Wlth 'a recall
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new code wasn.eed~

she supports whatever the students decide.
A recall could
expensive,
students should be aware a recall could cost up to $6,000, according to Clark.
. The bill was written the same
day it was. passed. ·.Tuesday
April 27• according to Clark. "It
was very rushed ••. I'mson:yto
say,"
Senate' drafts the language
of a recall petition butClark
claims the real power. is in the
hands of the ASBSU. Judiciary,
they decide jftlieteCauhap~
pens. ,
.."
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(from lett to rl&ht) Abbey Elsberry, Jonathan Greif. Joel! Adrlany, Nlchole E. McDonald, Teresa Plummer, Michelle fellows, Clrrie Humphreys, Alyssa Tledemln,

Chris Grant. Dorian Klrl

Alumni Assoc~ationNames Top 10 Scholars
BSU NEWS SERVICES
TWs year's
Boise
State
University Top Ten Scholars
hail from Albania to North
Pole. Alaska. They will be honored at a banquet sponsored
by the Alumni Association at
6:30 p.m, Tuesday. April 20, in
the Boise State Student Union
Jordan Ballroom. Boise State's
Distinguished Alumni will also
be honored.
The banquet is open to the
public. Tickets are $20 and are
available at the Alumni Center,
1173 Grant St. Call 426-1959 for
Information. The R.S.V.P. deadline is Tuesday, April 13.
Top Ten Scholars are chosen
from among the top 10 percent
of Boise State's graduating class
for 2003-04. They are selected
based on academic performance, recommendation
from
college deans and club and research activities. Each student
names a Boise State professor
who was particularly influential
to the student's success. This
year's award winners, in alphabetical order, and their honored
professors are:

Joeli Adriany, San

Diego,

Calif.,
is a senior biology major. She
was a research assistant for the
departments
of biology and
chemistry, an academic peer

adviser, advanced biology tutor, and president of Societas
Biophilia, the university'S' biology club. A member of the Phi
Kappa PW Honor Society. she
received the D. J. Obee Biology,
Keppler Birds of Prey, and
Department of Biology scholarships, Adriany plans to become
a family nurse practitioner. Her
honored faculty member is biology professor James Munger.

Psychology
Department
Scholarship for five semesters,
worked as a research assistant
within the psychology department for two years, and is a
member of Psi CW National
Honor Society. Fellows plans to
attend graduate school to study
social psychology. Her honored
faculty member is psychology
professor Rob Turrisi.

Chris Grant,

Abbey Elsberry,

Meridian.
graduated summa cum laude
in December 2003 with a bachelor of science degree in physical education and a cumulative
grade-point average of 4.0. She
was a member of phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, the Health
and
Human
Performance
Club, and the Student Athlete
Advisory Committee. Captain
of the Boise StateTrack and
Field Team, Elsberry received
All-American recognition
for
both her academic and athletic achievements. Her honored
faculty member is kinesiology
professor Steve Wallace.

Michelle Follows, Boise,
graduated from Boise State
with a bachelor of science degree in psychology in December
2003. She was named to the
dean's list for nine semesters, received the Boise State

Boise.
Is a senior mechanical engineering major and a member
of the National Dean's List and
PW Eta Sigma National Honor
Society. He worked overseas
with BMW and Alstom Power
and plans to pursue an international engineering career. He
served in the U.S. Army Reserve
from 1994-2002 and earned the
Army Accommodation
Medal
and AlT Class Honor Graduate
recognition. He also is involved
with various faith-based organizations. His honored faculty member
is mechanical
engineering
professor James
Ferguson.

Jonathan Greif, Buhl,
is a senior graduating with
dual degrees in biology and
history, with a minor in philosophy. He is a member of Phi
Kappa PW honor society. Phi
Alpha Theta history honor so-

ciety, and the Idaho Historical
Society. He is a recipient of
numerous scholarships. Other
awards include first place in
the 2004 Wallace Kay Writing
Contest. He has volunteered
extensively at the Boys and
Girls Club of Ada County and
the Calvary Chapel Children's
Ministry. His honored faculty
member is history professor
Shelton Woods.

Carrie Humphreys,

Kuna,
a senior in the Honors
College, is majoring in political
science with an international
relations emphasis, and completing a minor in French literature. She is a member of the Phi
Kappa Phi and Pi Sigma Alpha
honor societies and the Boise
State Founders'
Leadership
Society. Humphreys has been
recognized on the dean's list
for seven semesters, she was
interviewed
for the Rhodes
Scholarship, and she spent a
year teaching English in France.
Her honored faculty member is
political science professor Ross
Burkhart.

Dorian Kiri, Tirana, Albania,
is a senior electrical engineering major. He is the president
of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers student
club and treasurer of Eta Kappa

Nu electrical engineering honor
society. He was named to the
dean's list for eight consecutive semesters. He was recently
inducted into the Boise State
Founders' Leadership Society
and is a recipient of several
other prestigious scholarships
and awards. His honored faculty member is electrical engineering
professor
William
Knowlton.

Nichola E. McDonald,
Boise,
graduated summa cum laude
in December 2003 with a bachelor of arts degree in anthropology, emphasis in archaeology, and a Native American
Studies minor. She was included on the dean's list with
Highest Honors for seven semesters. She was a recipient of
the 'Laura Moore Cunningham
Foundation
Scholarship
and
the Anthropology Department
Scholarship.
She is also a
member of the Golden Key
International
and Phi Kappa
Phi honor societies. Her honored faculty member is anthropology professor Mark Plew.

Teresa Plummer, North
Pole, Alaska,
is a senior psychology major and member of Psi Chi
National Honor Society with

a cumulative grade-point average of 4.0. She received
two
departmental
scholarships,
two
Undergraduate
Research Initiative grants, and
an Outstanding
Achievement
in Undergraduate
Research
award. Plummer's research experience includes presenting
several posters and collaborat- _
ing on a manuscript revision
intended for publication. She
plans to begin Boise State's
master's program in criminal
justice next year. Her honored
faculty member is psychology
professor Theodore McDonald.

Alyssa Tiedeman,
Townsend, Mont.,
is a senior accounting major with a 4.0 grade-point average. She is a Beta Alpha Psi
pledge, a member
of Beta
Gamma Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi,
and the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
and treasurer of the Golden Key
International
Honor Society.
Tiedeman has received numerous scholarships and has been
involved in numerous community service activities. She is an
accountant at Little-Morris LLP,
a local CPA firm. She plans to
attend graduate school at Boise
State. Her honored
faculty
member is accounting professor Mary Allen.

::w _,

Boise State students
can 'PiCl{-A-Prof
Special to The Arbiter
BSU students now have a forum in cyberspace to air their
pralses and criticisms of BSU's
faculty for all their fellow students to read. A new service
aimed at helping students pick
professors who teach according to the students' preferred
learning style became available
March 22 to all BSU students.
Pick-A-Prof.com is free to
students and offers an open forum to post and read reviews
of BSU's faculty, as well as access the average grades professors give, reserve textbooks, and
plan schedules.
Started four years ago at Texas
A & M and the University of
Texas-Austin, Pick-A-Prof has
grown to serve more than 73
schools across the country. Run
mostly through
partnerships
with student government, PickA-Prof was founded on the principle that not all students learn
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BY GREGORY RUTIY
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the same way and not all professors teach the same way.
"It's not all static across the
board," said Karen Bragg, director of university relations for
Pick-A-Prof.
Adding that students should
have access to information that
might make their education
more self-tailored and valuable,
Bragg said Pick-A-Prof also aims
to be fair to professors by conducting human readings of all
reviews before they are posted.
'We read every single one that
comes in," said Bragg. All reviews are screened for profanity,
personal attacks and how informative they are.
"It's something we worked really hard on and it is something
we really feel is beneficial to
students," said former ASBSU
vice-president Jim Wolfe, "but
it's only beneficial if students
use it."
Although the service has been
available for over a month, reviews are still scarce .. Any stu-

dent can read and post reviews
of professors after completing a
brief online registration form.
Professors are also able to
post descriptions of their course
for students to read along with
the reviews, an idea visiting assistant professor of French, Dr.
Kim Carter-Cram, thinks useful.
"First of all, it's a good idea,"
said Dr. Carter-Cram, "it seems
like there is two-way communication possible and if students
got online and professors got
online it could be very useful for
students."
Former ASBSU president All
Ishaq thinks the service is a necessity for college campuses,
allowing students access to information that is important to a
student's success in a course.
ASBSU negotiated a contract
to try the service for one year
for a fee of $2,500. If, when the
contract expires in mid-March,
ASBSU wants to continue the
service, Ishaq said the fee could
increase to about $4,500.
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doesn't put it in the hands of
the students. "
"I think this whole senate
needs to be recalled because
I don't like the way things are

Valid Spring S.muttr 2004

going,"
Senate is scared of a recall,
but students have a right
to recall their elected officials. Medina added that the
changes implement barriers
to students seeking a change
of leadership. "This makes it
impossible."
Sen. Joe Holladay disagreed, stating the changes
make recall election hard, but
feasible. "We tried to make it
as fair as possible, we don't
want to make it easy."
Senate wanted to make sure
there was a fair procedure in
place, which made a recall
hard but not impossible, and
was in line with city and state
recall codes. "It's easier for
an officer to be elected than
recalled and that's the way it
should be," Holladay said.
According to the new code,
recalling senators requires
250 votes in favor of a recall.
Recalling the president and
vice president would require
1,500 votes for each official
and a separate recall petition
is required for each officer.
The new code specifies that
recalls can only take place
during the fall and spring semesters.
.
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Healthier vending machine options coming soon
Survey shows BSU
students are heavier
than national campus
average
BY KEELEY OSBORN
Wellness Services Intern
Health,
Wellness
and
Counseling
Services (HWC)
conducted
the
National
College Health Association assessment in Spring 2003 and
the results indicated that 47.1
percent of Boise State students
were overweight (26 percent)
or obese (21.1 percent). It was
concluded
that Boise State
University's rates were higher
than the national college rate
at 29.9 percent.
According
Idaho Health and Welfare, 51.3
percent of Idahoans are overweight or obese. In an effort
to address this issue, HWC and

Food Services is working to offer healthier snack options in
campus vending machines.
HWC and Food Services developed a questionnaire
this
semester to examine the campus
community's
attitudes
towards healthier snacks in
vending machines. Over six
hundred
students
and staff
completed the questionnaire.
Respondents felt the current
price of food (46.9 percent) and
selection of food (44.2 percent)
to be fair. The location (52.6
percent) and reliability of the
machines (44.4 percent) were
rated "good".
Respondents
overwhelming believe that eating healthy snacks is important
(83.8 percent) and do not believe (69.7 percent) that healthy
snack options are available in
vending machines. A large portion of the respondents (88.9
percent) reported that they
would purchase healthier options if they were offered and

over half (55.5 percent) would
pay more for healthier items.
Respondents are willing to pay
$.60-$1.00 for vending machine
items.
"I have had so many students
come to me and comment that
they wish they had some healthier things to choose from when
they were picking from the
vending machines. If we don't
offer healthy options right at
their fingertips, then students
will choose the less healthy
items just for convenience,"
said BSU Campus Nutritionist
Hilary Horton-Brown. In Fall
2004, HWC, in conjunction
with Food Services, will implement a plan to offer healthy
snack options within. campus
vending machines.
For more nutrition and fitness information, workshops
and campus services, log onto
http://www.boisestate.edu/
healthservices / wellness/lnfo /
fitness.asp
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OUTDOORS

Wolf management plan · In my opinion
•

BYMICHEllE SEllS
Outdoors Reporter

Did you know you will pay more in interest when
you consolidate eligible student loans through the
Federal Direct Consolidation Program compared to
when you consolidate with the Student Loan
Consolidation Center (SLCC)?
It's true. You don't have to pay more in interest
because SLCC offers some of the best borrower
benefits in the industry.

.Several months ago I explored
this issue with you. In that
. article I provided the history
and background regarding the
wolf reintroduction
program,
which was based entirely upon
facts that I gathered from the
Internet and a personal interview with Curt Mack, the Gray
Wolf Recovery Coordinator for
the Nez Perce tribe. This time,
under the heading of dammed
if! do - dammed if! don't, I intend to report my opinion on
this subject,
I" am an outdoor enthusiast.
Nature is my church. No matter how many hours I hike or
fish and regardless of how tired
my body is, my soul and spirit
are always refreshed when I
visit the wild places of Idaho. I
have often seen people disturbing spawning salmon, leaving
marked trails or dumping trash
despite posted warnings. I am
deeply saddened and offended
by others treatment of what I
consider a sacred, special place.
Unfortunately, I often end up
spending my time undoing that
damage. Over the years I have
developed this motto "Do no
harm and undo damage done
by others". By choosing to live
by this motto and through my
writing, it is my hope that I can

If you are graduating this year
please call the SLCC toll-free
number today at 800-864-7053
and we will help you
'.
PAY LESS now.
~

SlCC
./

;"(
"

•

Concerning population goals,
this clearly put man's desires
before the needs of nature. The
animals listed above, especially
the elk, are natural prey of the
wolf This rule completely ignores the biological needs of
the wolf. Upon what are they
supposed to feed? Also, this
change completely ignores the
fact that there are other natural
reasons for decline in populations including famine and disease. In my opinion this change
is only good for the sportsmen
who don't wish to share a prey
population.
If we are allowed
to eliminate a wolf because of
these "reasons, soon there will
be no wolves again.
In conclusion, I believe these
drastic changes are premature and make no effort to balance needs of one vs. the other.
These changes will only further
to prejudice
people against
wolves rather than encouraging coexistence and in this battle the wolf will be the looser.
Change is never easy and wolf
reintroduction
is big change.
But as the saying goes, "Nothing
worth doing is ever easy." It is
my fervent hope that we can
learn to make allowances for
these animals and deal with the
changes that they bring with
them. Idaho is a huge wilderness; there should be a way that
we can learn to share.

Washington University suspends frat amid hazing investigation
BY SUSAN C. THOMSON
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(KRT)

By consolidating with SLCC you can keep more of
your money each month and reduce your interest
rate at the same time.

make a difference.
This leads me to the wolf issue. By reintroducing wolves
and properly managing them,
we, as a society, are undoing
damage done by others. Wolves
play an important part in the
balanced
system of nature.
There can be no balance if we
eliminate a predator from that
system. Man is not an acceptable substitute for wolves. We
must strive to create a balance
between the needs of man and
the needs of nature.
Regrettably, the new proposals regarding wolf management
are strongly in favor of man and
his wants. Past efforts to control wolves have included nonlethal methods first and lethal
methods only after all other options have been explored. Now
according
to the Statesman
"Wolves could be killed if they
harass livestock or pets or if
they're in an area where elk,
deer, moose or bighorn sheep
are not meeting population
goals (whether or not that can
be attributed to the wolves)."
Under the proposed plan anyone who can prove reason has
the right to use lethal force
against a wolf. In a state where
the phrases "Shoot, Shovel and
Shut up" and "Save our wildlife,
kill a wolf," are common I believe this leaves wolves open to
serious abuse.
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Washington University has
suspended the Sigma Chi fraternity for 45 days while continuing an investigation into
activities there over the last
several weeks.
The investigation began after
allegations of possible hazing
at a party March lB, when two
attendees went to the hospital
_ one for intoxication and one
for an injury, according to the
fraternity.
Then last week, videos and
still photographs of a party at
the fraternity house April 22

surfaced on campus, and some"
were published by the student
newspaper. They showed fraternity members and pledges
dunking their heads in containers of what was described
as ice water and pelting others with small objects said to
be beer cans and boxes as they
performed skits.
The newspaper described the
skits as "raucous" and "sexually charged."
The national Sigma Chi organization and the university
expanded ongoing investigations of the fraternity when the
second party came to light. The
suspension, announced Friday,
bars the chapter from social

and pledge activities, intramural sports and initiations.
The university said it will
convene a committee early this
week to investigate the April 22
party. Representatives
of the
university, its interfraternity
council, Sigma Chi's national"
headquarters
and the chapter's alumni advisers will be
included.
A decision on any further
sanctions of the fraternity will
be announced
shortly after
the end of the current semester, the university said. It had
previously said it might end up
revoking its recognition of the
fraternity.

ANDY BENSON
Editor-in-Chief
345-8204 ext 105
editor@arbiterollliDa.COIII
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Sex column misses the mark
so that we may focus on more important
things such as charity, diligence, virtue
and other praiseworthy goals.
My name is Trever Alters. I am a writer
Drew is a talented writer. It is obvious
for the Arts and Entertainment
section
that she.strives for precision in what she
of The Arbiter. My. articles often appear
does. It is unfortunate that her valuable
on the same page as the column entitled
skill is devoted to a column about such
"Dirty Drew." Being apart of this newspagraphic sexuality and sensuality. Sex is
per Ihave felt somewhat of a responsibilobviously important. It needs to be underity to write in regards to that article. Even
more important, as a member of society I stood, or we will use it foolishly, however
as the philosopher William Bernbach so
feel a necessity, and so I write to you and to
wisely stated, "In communicat.ions, fathe students who read this paper.
miliarity breeds apathy." If we become
You should know that lam assertively
apathetic about dignified sexuality, it is
opposed to everything the column stands
only natural that we should desire to try
for. It is a degraded form of communicanew things. As we grow tired of the next
tion. Sure, Drew has the awesome freething, we desire more and more. Do not
dom to speak as she pleases, but with that
forget the words of John Stewart Mill, "I
freedom comes responsibility. At a newspaper I have come to see that you hold a have learned to seek my happiness by limvaluable tool: mass communication. You iting my desires, rather than in attempting
can, get a message out to thousands of to satisfy them." If we can talk discretely
about such an important and enjoyable
people. You can either feed lowbrow dehuman interaction as sex it becomes imsires, and ultimately make no difference
for good, or you can lift your reader's at- portant to us. Then we will not tire of a
single partner and sexuality will serve as
tention to higher ground. That ability, just
a tool for mutual happiness rather than
like freedom, has an attached responsia way to always attempt to get more and
bility. Sigmund Freud even commented,
more excited.
"Much of our highly valued cultural heriThis is why I believe that Drew has
tage has been acqulred at the cost of sexuality." In order to progress as a people we missed the mark with her column. Again,
I am fully aware that the first amendmust put our base desires such as sexualment gives her the right to speak her
ity, hunger, pride, etc. aside to some extent

Dear Editor,

When we're
the evildoers
in Iraq
U.S. legal system, they apparently felt qulte free to approve.
techniques clearly 'banned by
war crimes statutes.
President Bush is again reYet, astonishingly, weeks affusing to take responsibility
ter the Pentagon's own damnfor any of the horrors happening internal report on the toring on his watch. This time it ture at Abu Ghralb, and several
is the abuse of Iraqi prisoners
days after CBS' "60 Minutes II"
carried out by low-ranking milibroke open the story worldwide
tary police working under the
by showing those horrific phodirect guidance of military in- tos, Defense Secretary Donald
telligence officers and shadowy
H. Rumsfeld still had not been
civilian mercenaries. Our presibriefed on the report, a spokesdent launched this war with the
man said Sunday. Similarly, the
promise to the Iraqi people of chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
"no more torture chambers and
Staff, Gen. Richard B. Myers,
rape rooms. The tyrant will soon
admitted Sunday that he hadn't
be gone." What went wrong?
yet read the 53-page report filed
The president has called the
by Army Maj. Gen. Antonio M.
now-exposed pattern of vioTaguba, even though he had
lence an isolated crime persuccessfully requested that CBS
formed by "a few people." Yet delay its "inflammatory" broadthe Pentagon's own investigacast. This shows far more contion of the incident shows that
cern for public relations than
not only was the entire Abu
for finding out the truth.
Ghraib prison out of control, it
How could it be that the top
was the MPs' immediate miliofficials responsible for the miltary superiors who "directly or itarywerenot
themselves interindirectly" authorized
"sadis- ~_ested in keeping abreast of the
tic, blatant and wanton crimiinvestigation -- even after the
nal abuses" of the prisoners as a story had exploded into a global
way to break them in advance of scandal?
formal interrogations.
After all, an ambitious prom"Military intelligence interroise to bring democracy and the
gators and other U.S,' governruieoflawtoIraqbecametheex
ment agency interrogators acpost facto rationale for the invativcly requested that MP guards
slon, once it became clear that
set physical and mental condithe earlier claims of weapons of
tions for favorable interrogation
mass destruction and Saddam
of witnesses," says the report.
ties to al-Qaida were a fraud.
The report, completed in March
So it should have been a clear
and kept secret until it was re- and high priority to make cervealed on The New Yorker Web
tain that Iraqi prisoners tncarsite Friday, also stated that a ci- cerated in Saddam's most invilian contractor employed by a famous prison did not receive
Virginia company called CACI the same brand of "justice" the
"clearly knew his instructions"
dictator had been doling out for
to the MPs called for physical
decades. That they did is now a
abuse.
deep and dirty stain on the repFurthermore,
in a stateutation of this nation.
ment released Friday, Amnesty
Yes, it's great that we are still
International reported that in worlds away from being Nazi
its extensive investigations into
Germany, Stalinist Russia or
human rights in post-invasion
Saddam's Iraq.
Iraq, it "has received frequent
We are a free society in which,
reports of torture or other ill it is hoped, truth eventually
treatment by coalition forces
comes out, and thanks to what
during the past year," including
seems to be one brave whistleduring interrogations, and that
blowing soldier and aresponsi"virtually none of the allegable officer to whom he reported
tions of torture or ill treatment
the torture, these crimes have
has been adequately investigatcome to light; Those are the acts
ed by the authorities."
of true heroes, and we should be
Recall that a key excuse for proud of them.
the U.S. invasion was to enYet, before we, go overboard
sure the safety of Iraqi scienin celebrating our virtues, let's
tists and others in the know so admit that Americans too can
that they might feel free to rebe "evildoers," especially when
veal the location of weapons of we embrace, as the president
mass destruction or evidence of consistently has done, the terriSaddam Hussein's potential ties bly dangerous idea that the ends
to al-Qaida. Shockingly, some of Justify the means.
,
those scientists are now in coThe ultimate cost of a foreign
alition prisons, even though the
policy based on blatant lies, and
weapons clearly don't exist.
that equates military might with
In this context, of course, it what is right, is that the brute in
makes sense that U.S. interrogaall of us will not inevitably lie
tors would feel enormous presdormant.
sure to use any means necessary
toverlfytheabsurdclaimsmade
Scheer writes a weekly colso aggressively by the president
unm for the Los Angeles Times.
and his Cabinet before the war.
Far from the jurisdiction of the
BY ROBERT SCHEER
Special to the Los Angeles
Times

Dear Editor,
It has been a great and challenging year.
We have seen so much growth and success
for Boise State and its students. However,
like most of us, I am happy to see the arrival of summer and a much-needed
break from the demands of classes and
homework. Before the year ends, though,
I would like to take the opportunity one
more time to express my feelings considering the publication of the "Dirty Drew"
(formerly Dr. Drew) sex advice column ..
My previous article sparked a small debate
that was quickly ended and put aside in favor of continuing to run the article. In one
more attempt to provoke a reconsideration of this material, I would like to make
two more points.
First, I would like to revisit the topic of
privacy. The letter and subsequent response in Monday's edition of "Dirty
Drew" exemplifies the kind of situations,
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This letter is written in response to the
opinion piece submitted by Isaac J. Bean
-in Thursday's (April 29) Arbiter. Mr. Bean,
thank you for your sentiments. I have
a few thoughts to share regarding your
piece. I honestly hope that you will read
this letter with the same earnestness and
respect that I offered yours.
First, it is important to deconstruct
the way you characterize "divisive ideas"
such as Marxism, Sociallsm, etc. While
it is quite unfortunate_that the Sudariese
are being chained to their desks to memorize the Koran, why aren't American
troops in the Sudan? The answer to that
question could be saved for another
letter. Anyhow, we go to school at a university. Universities, by their very nature,
must balance two interests: economic
and intellectual. On the one hand, an individual primarily attends a university to
be eligible for a quality occupation. For
instance, one may get a degree in accountancy to eventually become a CPA. On the
other hand, an individual must also utilize
a university education to learn about the
world around them and be more educated about society. For instance, one may
take CommI12 - Reasoned Discourse to
learn how to evaluate disparate ideas and
come to better conclusions about arguments found in popular culture. A person
who balances these two needs will have a
higher chance of success in society. If one
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jority of the student body. I would like to
believe that due process, the method in
which the diversity requirement has made
its way to the faculty Senate, is in contradiction to "perverse behavior."
,
.
Third-my
correction. I wonder if you .
know much about the history of the Pledge :
of Allegiance. It was written by a Baptist '
minister by the name of Francis Bellamy in :
1892. One interesting thing about Bellamy ,
that you might not know is that he was a :
socialist. You might also not know that the .
phrase "under God" was not in the origi- :
nal pledge. For more information on the .
Pledge of Allegiance, please refer to http: :
Ilwww.PledgeQandA.com.
Finally-to
veterans: We need to stop .
throwing veterans around recklessly. Yes,
it is true that they put their life on the line .
for the status quo in America Yes, it is true
they could use some respect. However, it
is important to realize that not all veterans
are gung ho about going to war. For more
information, see http://www.veteransforp
eace.com. You are correct about thanking
our vets, though. Every time I see a vet I try
to make some kind of thank you for their
sacrifice.
Good luck in your education, Mr. Bean,
for you are correct that only the educated
are free.
Ioseph I. Kalange
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David Habben
Student, Arbiter Asst. Production
Manager, SPB Performing Arts
Coordinator

consults any of the texts on the state of the
world today- and this works for almost any
academic major - one will realize that we
now live in a very interdependent, globalized world. Some have called it a "global
village." One must have an understanding
of different cultures in order to succeed in
this world. That includes understanding
different economic systems (for example, socialism, which is quite prevalent in
western Europe as well as China) and different cultures (diversity). Diversity training has proved qulte helpful to Fortune
500 corporations.
Second,
your
characterization
of
Professor Newman and the Cultural &
Ethnic Diversity Board is skewed. Dr.
Newman was not put into "power," as
you charge, by the students. Rather, she
was hired by the State of Idaho via the
English department. Students didn't sign
her contract, the State did. She is not attempting to "ram" a diversity requirement
into the curriculum. If one had paid attention to the elected members of the student
government, one would realize that the
ASBSUSenate passed resolutions requesting a diversity requirement. I have been
working in student government for three
years and I have met quite a few "decent"
people who work hard for this student
body, and even a few decent "men." You
will find the Senate adequately represents
the demographics of this university. So, it
is not Dr. Newman who wants the diversity requirement, but rather the vast rna-
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nore the side effects to society in which
this intimate act is taken lightly. For all the
continued so-called openness concerning
sex, the numbers of victims of assault continue to rise each year. There is no doubt
in my mind that the way to reduce these
attacks is to create in our society a more
proper sense of respect for pro-creation.
Understand that I am not such an idealist
to assume that this can happen over night,
but I am of the belief that change is possible with enough people behind a cause.
I appreciate the forum that The Arbiter
allows for these expressions, both mine
and for the writer of "Dirty Drew", and
hope that we will realize the true nature of
the impact we can have.

editof@arb~eronline.com

The Arbiter is the official
independent student newspaper of
Boise State University. Its mission
Istc provide a forum for the
discussion of issues affecting the
cilinmunity.ll'ae Arbiter'.
~adget consists of
paid by the

apiece at

which are more appropriately kept private. Detailing what his partner's post-sex
activities were, the writer has made public
behavior that is no doubt personal to her. I
assume that they were personal on the basis that even her partner, the writer of the
question, does not know her reasoning.
If the man she chooses to engage in such
personal acts with doesn't know, then
perhaps we should not know either. This
is the point at which The Arbiter needs to
playa role in deciding what is going to be
of actual use to students considering sex
and what is merely titillating.
The second and final point I would like
to make is that the content of article is
only half the problem. The reoccurring issue here is the continual casualness that is
applied to sex in our media. Although the
article, and others like it, does not promote any legal wrongdoing, they do create
an atmosphere in which sex is demeaned
to nothing more than a pastime. They ig-
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More than just a moral question

Editor-in-Chief

The Arbiter

mind, but as Robert H. Bork, formerly of
the Supreme Court counseled, "The First
Amendment is about how we govern ourselves - not how we titillate ourselves sexually." Censoring graphic description. in
this sense, is much different than repressing political thought
I support Drew's freedom of speech,
and I support The Arbiter's inclusion of a
variety of opinions, but I do not support
the use of that freedom for puerile motives, whatever they may be. Expanded
free speech does not have to include as a
consequence a rise in juvenile behavior
protected under this guise.
It is true that we all have freedom of
speech. Once you truly realize what that
means, you must dig deep inside your
mind and ask yourself, "Is what I say really
worth being heard?" I guarantee each and
every student at Boise State that if you can
get pass the desire for sex, you will write
more things worth reading and the words
that come from your mouth will uplift the
people around you. You will also find that
sex and the person you have sex with are
much more precious to you.
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(Rutting the lie to lyirig
: :;:

BYBIUTAMMEUS
Knight Ridder Newspapers

::'KANSASCITY. Mo. - Religions
teach people not to lie. Yet evidence suggests that lying now Is
Iideeply ingrained habit among
American youth. to say nothing
of adults.
'
: The recent mini-scandal In
. :Which a G~
Phi Beta sorority member at the University of
Missouri-Columbia
urged her
sorority sist~rsln an e-mail message to, "lie" so they could donate' blood In a campus competition was simply new evidence
of this disheartenlng reality.
Every two years, the Josephson
Institute of Ethics, a nonprofit
advocate of ethical standards,
does a survey of cheating, stealIng and lying by high school students. The results are horrifying.
The most recent study, released
In 2002, confirms a decade-long
trend ofmore and more unethical behavior. The 1992 survey
of 12,000 high-school students
showed 61 percent admitted
cheating on an exam at least
once In the previous year. By
2002 that figure had risen to 74
percent, and cheating is growIng increaslngiy high-tech.
Lying was even more prevalent. The.2002 figures showed
more than 80 percent of students admitted they lie to teachers. And get this: Students who
attend private religious schools
were more likely 'to cheat on exams (76 percent versus 72). and
more likely to lie to teachers (86
percent to 61) than students in
other types ofschools.
"The evidence," said Michael
'Josephson,
president
of the

Los Angeles-based institute, "is
that a willingness to cheat has
become the norm ... The scary
thing is that so many kids are
entering the workforce to become
corporate
executives,
politicians, airplane mechanics
and nuclear Inspectors with the
dispositions and skills of cheaters and thieves."
Boys and girls, can you say
"Bnron'T How about journalists
"Jayson Blair" or "Jack Kelley"?
Lying has become a regular
subject for researchers. It's not
that deception Is a new phenomenon; it's as old as the Adam and
Eve story. But in some cultures,
including ours, the practice Is so
widespread that it affects how
we live, how we relate to each
other and whom we trust, which
is hardly anyone, it seems.
At a congressional
briefing a few weeks ago, calied
"International
Deception:
Research
to
Secure
the
Homeland," a Texas Christian
University psychology professor, Charles F. Bond, released
findings on deception in various
cultures and religions.
In the United States, Bond
said, people believe they can
get away with lying 56 percent
of the time whereas residents
of Moldova and Botswana think
they can get away with lying
more than 75 percent of the
time.
Protestants, Bond said, think
55 percent of their lies go undetected, while for Catholics the
figure is about 50 percent.
"Muslims rate themselves the
worst at lying," Bond said. They
believe "they get away with itonly 47 percent of the time."
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The sacred texts of religion are
full of warnings about lying. In
faet.lying made the Top 10 list
of Commandments
the Bible
- God gave to Moses: "You shali
not bear false witness against
your neighbor." (And who is
your neighbor? In Jesus' answer, found In the parable of the
Good Samaritan, neighborliness
requires mercy, not deceit.)
The Hebrew Scriptures, especialiy Psalms and Proverbs, are
full of admonitions about lying.
Psalm 34: 13, for instance, advises: "Keep your tongue from evil,
and your lips from speaking deceit." Similarly Proverbs 12:22:
"Lying lips are an abomination
to the Lord." And In Surah 3:61
in the Qur'an, God is asked to
curse liars.
And yet even the Bible opens
the door for people to avoid
public expressions
of honesty. Consider Proverbs 11:12:
"Whoever belittles another lacks
sense, but an intelligent person
remains silent." It suggests that
your mother was right when
she told you not to say anything
about someone If you couldn't
say something nice. But is that
silence, at base, dishonest?
I
Ethicists, philosophers
arid
theologians have wrestled with
such questions for ages, Including whether it's right to lie
for a greater good, which some
Christians did in the Holocaust
to protect Jews. The Josephson
survey and other evidence
makes me think that families
and faith groups should join this
discussion, with everyone (Including me) starting by admitting to lying sometimes.
The most distressing thing,
about the sorority-case at the
University
of Missouri was
that It appeared that the young
woman who urged people to lie
could have put other people's
health in jeopardy. She knew
the Red Cross tells people who
are sick or have recently had tattoos or plerclngs not to donate
blood, but she asked them to
give anyway.
The Red Cross said blood
supplies are safe because donations are tested before they
are used. But It takes only one
smali human error for damage
to be done. That's what lying
,often leads to - harm to people
who, religions say, are precious
to God.
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MOVIE REVIEW
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HAMILlIDREAMWORKS PIC11JRES

Ben Stiller stars as TIm Dingman, whose lite Is almost ruined by his best friends's
good fortune in DreamWorks Pictures' comedy "En'w)'."

,',

BY CHRIS HEWITT
Knight Ridder Newspapers
f Ben Stiller and Jack
~ Black switched parts
;; , in "Envy," it'd be more
;, interesting. Not good,
: mind you, but more in\. teresting.
;.
With its wan script,
the movie's problems started
way before these two became
involved. But casting both actors In roles so on-the-nose
that the minute they open
their mouths we can forecast
everything they're going to
do was not a good idea. The
shtick is so tired that this is the
second consecutive movie in
which Stiller has shot a horse.
What if, instead of playing
the beleaguered schlub, Stiller
was the irresponsible joymonster? What if, instead of playing the joymonster, Black was
the schlub? As it is, they both .
seem bored by what "Envy"
requires them to do. And why
not? It's like your mom asking you to take' outthe trash
for the 800th time (well, it's
like that if your morn pays you
several million dollars to take
out the trash).
In its tale of a 3M employee
(Black) who lucks into a lucrative invention and the best
friend (Stiller) who turns green
when he sees how successful

I

Close
books
with music,
games, food

his pal becomes, "Envy" tries
for a tone along the lines of
the jaunty inhumanity of "A
Fish Called Wanda." But that's
difficult to pull off. and "Envy"
doesn't come close.
The one bright spot is
Christopher
Walken as a
stoned wackjob so bizarre that
even his straight-faced rendition of "The Happy Wanderer"
is amusing. Watching him get
to do his blissfully weird thing,
Black and Stiller must have
been envious.

BY GREGORY RUTTY
Special to The Arbiter
et ready to fling yourselves into the final
week of spring semester with the 26th
annual Spring Fling, Saturday May 8 in
Julia Davis Park. With seven bands and a
host of other activities, Spring fling will
be yet another reason to put down the
books and procrastinate.
Produced by the Student Programs
Board, Spring Fling is an annual tradition that marks the last week of school and the arrival of summer.
"I think it is a great break from the stress that finals bring," said Sakena Walizada, special events
coordinator for SPB "You can study part of the day
and take a break by coming to the park and listening tosomemusicand
enjoying all that the festival
has to offer."
, The event Is free to BSU students and their families and will include two stages with live music, dozens of activities for all ages, food vendors, arts vendors, and student organizations' booths.
"It's going to be a ton of fun, with tons of activities and tons of bands," says Heather Gribble,
assistant director of SPB.
Headlining
this year's
event
be Oleander, a band based out

ENVY:

****

Directed by: Barry levinson
StalTing: Ben Stiller, Jack .
Black.
Rated:PG-13, for language
SHOULD. YOU GO? These
funnymen have rarely been
unfunnler.

CD REVIEW

BYTREVER ALTERS
A&EWriter
Meet
Kaniela
Kalelali'I
O'kalani Kala'I, a Hawaiian
born guitar and vocal artist
throwing out bluesy folk deeply
rooted in feeling-and thought.
Simply known as Kalal (pronounced "Ka-lie"), the young
artist is back, getting personal
history off his chest with Rebel
Hands.
Kalal gained a faithful following of fans with Acoustacism
and Six Strings and the Rainy
Day Man produced in 2001

and 2002 with Treble V Music
Company. He became known
for a seemingly natural ability to write a love song to make
the girls' hearts melt while turning the ears of guys as well.
But Kalai is a "Thinking Man"
as a song off the new album is
titled. Each lyric from past albums is witty with intentional
metaphoric smart. Every song
takes an intimate exploration
through the naked soul of this
passionate nomad.
Romantics and outcasts alike
have been anticipating Rebel
Hands. With the new release,
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the album has a variety of mon in modern pop music.yit
gets to be too much at times,
ethnic sounds such as world
a
drums and bazouki (like Nobody wants too much
good thing. But Kalai's voice-is
::
a mandolin).
Album
full of sentiment that the listen. :-.
graphics are also imer is distinctly aware of.
':;
pressively'
representaWhile past albums
haye; ..
tive of Kalai's Hawaiian
showcased Kalal's striking mu- :
ancestry.
sical talent, Rebel Hands brings ~..
But Kalal's most impressive
instrument in his vast array is to light his talent for deliber-" ~:
ate songwriting
and matUJ'c>,
his voice. He sounds noticeably similar to Ben Harper to thought. As may be expected.v'[
you make a tnp : ..
the point that you start to whenever
through an artist's psyche, the .':
wonder if he is mimicking
album is somewhat dark. While
the well-known blues masformer albums seem to cele- :
ter. Albums before Rebel
Hands had a similar sound - brate young love, Rebel Hands ::...
deals with some serious qualms' . :
to Harper in more ways than
in the world.
: ...
voice, and only on the newIf you have troubles finding:
est album does Kalal take
any of Kalal's music at local
a step away from the mainstores, you can order it from hi~ "l
stream. For example, Kalai uses
website at www.kalai.cc or,:at ..
his falsetto voice to hit strikingly
www.cdbaby.com. Each album
high notes in almost every song.
is worth every penny.
.
While this definitely is uncorn.,
r

sound
and myth.
Although
Kalal still has
the feel of a singer
with his six-string,
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there is an obvious shift away
from the love songs that so
many fans have held so dear.
The new focus is another exploration ... this time through the
emotions of a young man burying bad memories and mourning family tragedies. "Tears
From -My War Cry" and "Lay
You Down" seem to be medicinal ballads written by and for
the grieving artist himself.
Kalal also reveals a new side
of himself with Rebel Hands: his
roots. Songs like "Shushyaz,"
"The Warrior King" and "Rebel
Hands"
explore
Hawaiian

Thomas Flowers
(vocals/guitarl.
Ric Ivanisevich
(guitar), Doug
Eldridge (bass
guitar) and Scott
Devours (drums)
of the Sacramento
based band
Oleander will play
Spring Fling May
8 in Julia Davis
Park.

ot

II

n sby

ebel

Sacramento,
Calif., whose set begins
at 6:30 p.m.. Emceeing will be Buzz Sutherland,
a "Ten-time college comedian of the year" whom
the St. Louis Dispatch has described as "98 percent
clean and 100 percent funny." Six other bands will
be performing with musical styles ranging from the
psycadelic funk, rock, and reggae of Frame of Mind
to the self-styled pop of Kissinger.
For activities, Walizada said that SPB aims to have
something for everyone, from "bounce houses" for
kids to a Vertical Velocity Skydiving Simulator. In
addition, there will be mini disk golf, an Orbitron,
Sumo wrestling, and remote controlled car racing
All activities are free to BSU students with student
!D, and $5 for the rest of the community.
The event runs from 11 a.m. until 10 p.m. and is
open and free to the public. Whatever your tastes,
Spring Fling is bound to have something for everyone, if only a good reason to close the
books and head to the park for a little
final's relief.
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VISCERAL VlDNS
Wll&1'J "Visceral Vixens." Dance
concert featuring original student
choreography and Including
members of Idaho Dance Theatre
and Boise .
State faculty. Presented by Boise
State's theatre arts department.
W1IEBE: Morrison Center Stage II
WIlEN: 7:30 p.m, Friday, May 7. - 2
p.rn, and 7:30 p.m. Saturday, May 8.
$5 general, $3 students and seniors
at the door.

Sept 15 - Nov 10
Wed, 6:00pm - 10:00pm
For More Information Contact:
The Division of Extended Studies
(208) 426-3492

SCIENCE CIBCUS
Wll&1'J Juggler and acrobat, Rhys
Thomas, brings "Science Circus" to
the Discovery Center of Idaho. Learn
the physics of motion and balance by
watching Juggling tricks
during "Science Circus," a fastpaced, one-man show that blends
science
with daredevil stunts and comedy.
W1IEBE: Discovery Center of Idaho,
131 W. Myrtle Street
WBEN: May 6, "First Thursday", 6
pm and 8pm,
May 8, Saturday, 11 am, 1 pm, 3 pm
May 9, Sunday, Mother's Day, 1 prn,
3pm
Call DCI at 343-9895 for more
Information.

For information, contact:
Patricia Valdes, MSW
Phone: (509) 359-6772
E-mail:pvaldes@mall.ewu.edu
Web site: sswhs.ewu.edu

SpmNGFLING
WHAT: Join the Student Programs
Board for the 26th year of Spring
Fling In the park featuring live music
from Oleander, Kissinger, Red Fish
Blue Fish, Mona, illusion 33, Frame
of Mind and more. Family activities,
food and craft vendors, vertical
velocity simulated skydiving and
much more! MC' ed by comedian,
Buzz Sutherland, the National
Association for Campus Activities
(NACA)long-time running comedian
of the year and entertainer of the
year.
WIIEBE: Julia Davis Park
WHEN: Saturday, May 8, 11 a.rn,
-8p.m.
Activities are free with a Boise State
10 card, all others are $5 for a ellyou-can-play wrist band. Activities
include Vertical Velocity, Nascar,
Orbltron and all others! For more
Information contact the Student
Programs Board at 426-1223 or
email SPBevents@bolsestate.edu.

DTEBBEED
WHAT: The brutal urban hard core
band, Hatebreed, was formed in New
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Haven, Conn., In 1994. De~g their
brutal sound from metal bands such
NOB1VEll
as Celtic Frost arid Biohazard, as well Crn'
as Integrtty.style hardcore groups,
nay: They've been
Hatebreed made Its full4ength debut
called "an Indle folk
In 1997 with Satisfaction Is the Death
band with a country
of Desire, released on Chicago's
soul and a Mexican
Victory Records label. Hatebreed
rock-n-roll guitar hand."
currently comprises vocalist Jamey
And they'd be right,
Jasta, guitarists Lou "Boulder"
a wonderful duo that
Richard an(l Matt Macintosh, bassist
through harmonies,
Chris Beattle and drummer Jamie
slick Instrumental and
Mucklnhaumpl Openers: Unearth.
. .great songwrltlng skills
WIIEBEJ The Big Easy
pull off everything
WIlEN: Monday, May 10 at 7:30
that's right about the
new country genre that
p.rn,
shuns cowboy hats and
Tickets are $12 at Tlcketweb
beer guzzling for a roots return to
true American folk music. Headliners
RID BOCK
for the night: From Bubblegum to Sky
Wll&1'J Self.explanatory, don't you
think? At least his career Is still
thriving. Event openers: Puddle of
Mudd.
W1IEBE: The Idaho Center
WIlEN: Thursday, May 13
Tickets are $35 through Tlcketweb

juried membership
exhibition
also includes a traveling show.
selected by the juror, that travels to each region of the state.
For more information
on the
Boise State is hosting
the - Idaho Watercolor Society or the
25th annual Idaho Watercolor
annual exhibition, contact Use
Society
juried
membership
Schreiner at 362-2416. For ~rexhibition
through May 27 in
ther information
on the exhibit,
the Student
Union
Gallery.
call 426-1223 or 426-INFO (426Stephen "Quiller, an intema4636).
tionally
known
painter
who
TWO STUDENT-DESIGNED
maintains
a studio and gallery
PUBLIC ART DISPLAYS TO
in Creede, Colo. near the Rio
BE INST~
AT BSU
Grande River, is the exhibition
judge. Quiller has received acTwo new public art projects
claim for his paintings as well
will be displayed on the Boise
as his art workshops,
and has
State University
campus
bepublished
five books on color
ginning
May 6. The tempoand water-media
processes.
rary, art-specific
pieces were
The Idaho Watercolor Society
designed
and will be installed
was founded
in 1979 to supby students
in art professor
port and promote water media
Kristen Furlong's basic 3-D deand to educate the public on
sign classes as a final project asits significance.
The organizaVINTAGE
signment.
tion currently has nearly three
MOTORCYCLE AND
Students were asked to find
hundred
members
statewide.
BICYCLE SHOW
a site on campus and research
Six regional centers are locatWll&T: The Idaho Vintage
.,.
it, then fashion a site-specific
Motorcycle Club will host Its 28th
ed in Boise, Moscow,
Idaho
three-dimensional
artwork.
annual show and swap meet.
Falls, Pocatello, Twin Falls and
Ideas ranged from a s-foot fish
Over 150 vintage motorcycles and
Coeur d'Alene. Members ofthe
sculpture behind the Morrison
bicycles will be on display. Anyone
society range from beginning
with a motorcycle 15 years old
Center to a life-size blueprint
, painters to professional
wateror older may enter the show. No
of a Chaffee
Hall room on
colorists;
The
Society
sponsors
customized or chopper-type bikes
the grass behind the Student
a
variety
of
activities
statewide,
are allowed. The show ends at 4
Union. Using scale models and
including
exhibitions,
workp.m. with a trophy presentation.
sample materials, student proshops, paint-outs,
get-togethWHERE: O'Connor Field House in
posals were presented to a juror
ers and educational
programs.
Caldwell
to be critiqued
and judged. The
Membership
is
open
to
all
. WHEN: Sunday, May 16 from noon
two models displaying the most
to 4p.m.
Idaho residents.
vision and best craftsmanship
Admission is $4. Children under 12
Annually,
IWS brings a naare free. Call 377-4981 for more
tionally recognized watercolor. were given the honor of being constructed
and displayed.
information.
ist to Idaho to teach workshops
Jurors
were 'art
professors
and jury for awards. The annual
Richard
Young and Dwaine
Carver.
The two projects
selected
are:
"Progression,"
May 6-12, deInternet Service and Solutions
signed by Mickey Hohman and
installed
by Hohman,
Jason
Barrera, Shelley Bergin, Jason
Bohnsack,
Kellin Bray, John
Briggs, Brad Cahill,
Tahirlh
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet services
Commers,
Jody Elliot, Josh
start at *$11.99 per month. FREEl Email & Web Space
Human,
Zabrina
Jansen and
Boise, 10 493·2400 or Toll Free 800·336·8892
Vivianne Sanchez. This eightwww.solutionpro.com
piece series of metal triangles
"Additional Telephone charges will apply
inserted
into the ground between Towers
Hall and the
Morrison
Center,
represents
the growth of the city and the
university through its meshing
of nature
and architecture.
"When you put the site and the
materials
together,
it should
evoke the feeling of movement
or progression
of man-made
material
with a natural rising
and
declining
foreground,"
_ Hohman
said. The piece uses
steel and rebar to represent
the structural
aspects
of the
surrounding
area and will be
placed to follow the lines of the
river, thus representing
nature.
"Fine Dining," May 6-.11, designed by Andrew Christensen
and installed
by Christensen,
Adam Duchek, Crystal Duskey,
Cody
Evans,
Ben
Folkner,
Sommers
Gerratt, Usa Hines,
Chris
Kranz,
Macy
Miller,
Todd Kaebisch,
Brian Smith
and Glenn Ballungay. Located
near the north entrance to the
Stu.dent UpJon, this e.,vj-.jb!t '.A.7fi!
be seen by students
on their
way to and from meals. "Fine
Dining" places two formal settings directly in front of an old
barbecue
constructed
by the
Intercollegiate
Knights in 1949,
juxtaposing
the old (the barbecue) and the new (the quick
and convenient
cafeteria meal).
Christensen
hopes the piece
will give resident
students
some interesting
conversation
as they feed their appetite for
"fine dining."
Wll&1'J "Rock and Roll for a
Higher Common Denominator."
In less than three years, Global
Funk has accomplished more
than most original touring bands
can boast: Nearly five hundred
shows, major festival appearances
on both coasts, Including the
prestigious 2003 Monterey Jazz
Festival, and opening slots for a
who's who of funk, rock and hiphop heavyweights (Maceo Parker,
Bernie Worrell, The Radiators,
Michael Frantl and Spearhead
and Ozomatli to name a few both
legendary and In the making).
The Northern California-based
quartet generates a sound that
Is danceable, Intelligent and
Infectious.
WIIEBE: Tom Grainey's, 109 S.
6th Street
WHEN: Saturday, May 15 at 9:
30 p.m.
$5 althe door, 21+

BOISE STATE UNIVEBSITY
BOSTS WATERCOLOR
SOCIETY JUDlED
EDlmmON
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Come Surf With Us!

~Boise Siate University's ~ummer Program 2Dgg
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•

;offers students the opportUnity to choose from ove"
:including regular academic offerings, workshops,
:programs available only in the summer.
Why Summer School? There are_manygreat rea'
• Lift your GPA
• Get your degree on tim~ or sooner
• Take unique courses offered only in the summer
• Ughten your load for fall by taking a class in the sum "
• Complete a course prerequisite or elective before fall,
• Earn credits in a shorter time period
• Easier parking and"smaller classes,,,!,' ~/'~
" ..
• Cheaper classes
-j;'- tr:':I' {,
• Try something ne~ or •.• just havt,fJihl

WIlEN: Wednesday, May 19 at 9
p.m,
$3 at the door.
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Eminem's pals are hot
stuff too, even if you
don't know their names
BY BRIAN MCCOLLUM
Knight Ridder Newspapers

II

DETROIT - 012 has enjoyed
a No.1 album, and is about to
enjoy another. The group has
toured the world, played arenas
and stadiums and M1V, stayed
in posh hotels where sleep is
impossible because fans stand
outside screaming all night.
So how can a bunch of hiphop stars still seem so ... anonymous?
Even in Detroit, home to the
six-man outfit, many fans would
be hard-pressed to name every
member of the group, which is
celebrating its second album,
"D12 World," released
last
. Tuesday to huge sales. Except
for the man who usually gets all
the attention Eminem.
"A lot of people thought there
wasn't going to be another D12
album," says rapper Kon Artis.
"This is a slap in the face."
It's a strange and awkward
paradox for the hip-hop sextet
as it embarks on its latest venture. Already the record's hit
single, "My Band," has made
its emphatic declaration: Hey
- there are six of us here! Six of
them: Eminem, Proof, Bizarre,
KonArtis, Kuriiva, Swift.
But it's that first name that
grabs eyeballs, and "My Band"
is a self-deprecating
jab at
Eminem's overwhelming status. "Our mikes are screwed
up and his always sound best,"
raps Kon Artis.
"People are always thinking
of us as 'Marshall's boys," says
Bizarre. "So we thought' we'd
poke at it."
"
Look, there's
no getting
around it: When one of the guys
in your group is the world's biggest music star, it's inevitable
how this deal is going to work.
People are going to focus
on that guy. They're going to
pound
you with questions
about him. At some point, as
much as you like him, he's been
a friend for years, you're bound
to get a little peeved. Because
you know this isn't about that
one guy; this is about the team.
And you don't feel like rattling
on, yet again, about him, when

there are so many interesting
things to say about yourself.
But if you're in D12, you also
realize that without Bmlnem,
and tile inescapable celebrity
mania that accompanies
his
career, you wouldn't be getting this opportunity in the first
place.
You even have to talk about
Eminem just to talk about how
you don't want to talk about
him.
"The more you ask about him,
the more you're missing about
me," says KonArtis. "Everybody
in 012 knows that. The thing
"Devil's Night." It's got a punch,
that annoys us most is the peoa self-assuredness,
missing
ple who come to an interview
from that first work. It's also a
and start asking, 'So, what's up
more democratic effort -less an
with Eminem? Is he nice, is he Eminem-piloted project than a
cool?' We'll ask, 'Did you listen
group showcase.
to our last album?' When they
"We got to marinate for a good
say no, we tell 'em to beat it."
two years. It's the old traditional
D12's members will tell you,
way of putting a hip-hop album
insistently, that they always
together," says Proof. "You've
believed in their talents. And got your club songs, your street
no doubt the confidence was
songs, a little bit of everything.
genuine. But you can't escape
The crazy part is, we did the althe fact that without a fortunate
bum in like three weeks."
stroke of lightning, an Eminem
The record reveals definite
cassette that slipped into the
growth,
experience
gleaned
hands of an Interscope intern,
from three years of watching up
these fellas might well be expeclose as Eminem honed his own
riencing fame the way the rest
studio skills.
of the world does: channel-surf"Marshall, he always had the
ing M1V and BET after a long
luxury of being in the studio
day at work.
with Dr. Dre, Snoop, all those
"Crabs in a bucket" - that's
great cats," says Bizarre. "The
always been Eminem's favorfirst album, we were babies in
ite metaphor to describe those
the game. Now we've been on
old days. Rappers crawling
seven or eight tours, and we've
on top of each other, pushing
learned from Marshall all the
each other down as they tried
little tricks. We stepped up our
to break for the top. What sepa- "game."
rated D12 was the sense of loy"Devil's Night" was released
alty; somewhere along the way,
in the wake of Eminem's own
somebody realized that linking
"Marshall Mathers LP," which
claws could help push everyhad shot his fame to the stratobody up and out.
sphere. But despite its comD12 is often characterized as mercial success, the D12 album
an Eminem side project, but the
landed mixed reviews, disreality is the group was born in missed by some as an Eminem
the mid-1990s, the brainchild of favor for old friends.
Proof, the city's freestyle chamD12 didn't take the criticism
pion and the man whom every well. Journalists have swapped
D12 member calls the group's
war stories about their testy
"big brother."
,
exchanges with Interscope af"They wanted to make a suter bad reviews. Some earned
pergroup of the best MCs in blistering e-mails; others found
Detroit," says Kuniva.
.
their D12 access cut off. It was a
"012 WQrld"is
a decidshot across the bow: You don't
edly better record than 2001's
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toy with Eminem's posse.
But none of it seemed to dent
the group's confidence. If anything, D 12 seemed to grow more
brazen, more outspoken, more.
active. There were arguments in
the studio, battles over creative
ideas, but ultimately one rule
held fast: Nothing made the cut
unless everyone agreed.
"We went through a growing
process," says Kuniva. "That's
what's on this album - the hunger from being away for so long.
There was so much energy in
that studio, so many ideas going around. On that first album,
Eminem just made sure it was
going to be a success. He was
involved so much - he rapped
on every song. That was him
being the protector. On this album, we were able to master
the craft."
The biggest lesson for D 12
has been the same one Eminem
learned way back: Keep yourself
close to what you know, and always look over your shoulder.
"It's sad to isolate yourself,
but in a way you have to," say
Kuniva. "You have to be careful.
Sometimes I have to take different routes home, to make sure
nobody is following me."
"You can't trust everybody
in this greasy business," says
Bizarre. "You've got to keep
your family close, because all
kinds. of impostors pop out
of the woodwork. Even if that
means getting your mother or
father to manage your money.
No new friends - you stick with
all the old people. That's who
you keep around."
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BY MANDY ..JODANCER
Sports Reporter
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The Boise State football team dominated year, winning tho Fort Worth Bowl and ending tho season with 11
wins. Above, Dinwlddio and the team colebrate their victory at tho WAC championship.

ny Bronco fan would agree that this year has
been one of the most successful years Boise
State .,.thletics has ever seen. Not only did
the football team have· another triumphant
aeason with their third straight championship win, Boise State had three more championshipteams. The wrestling team, women's
gymnastic team, and the track and field team
ell earned championship-titles. Along with
the championshiptitles, the men's basketball
team made It to the NIT where. they won twa
consecutive games.

United States Basketball League. Haynes was the
"It's been one of the best years we've had in a long
first pick of the second round and the 12th player
time," said Assistant Athletic Director Max Corbet.
selected overall.
Corbet and most of the athletic staff credit this
Following the football and basketball teams was
year's success to a combination of many things.
the women's gymnastic program, men's wrestling
"We've been hittin' it just right," Corbet said.
and men's track and field.
For starters, the Boise State football team proved
"In the past years, our school has only been rectheir abilities again this year by winning the FortWorth Bowl. The Broncos not only overcame a ognized for football," said basketball star Booker
Nabors. "This year it was everybody."
change from the Humanitarian
Bowl, they were
The gymnastic team took the PAC-I0 champiforced to play the bowl game away from their home
blue turf. Boise State ended the season with 11 onship title and also qualified to the NCAA West
Region Championships for the 18th straight title
straight wins. The bowl win and their winning seawhere freshman Lindsay Ward finished 44th in the
son was much credited to seniors Ryan Dinwiddie
All-Around competition.
and Tim Gllligan. Dinwiddie finished the year with
The men's wrestling team also won their confer4,356 yards passing, and in his career he threw for
ence and track and field brought in the indoor track
9,819 yards with 82 touchdowns and only 21 interchampionship.
ceptions. Dinwiddie, who set the NCAA career re"Football. basketball, tennis, gymnastics ... everycord for passing efficiency while playing quarterbody. They all competed so well this year," said forback for the Broncos, recently agreed to a free agent
mer wide receiver Tim Gilligan.
('I}ntmct with the Chicago Bears. Gilligan, who endAfter a year of continued success, one might wuued the season with 1192 rushing yards, is also seekder: What's it going to be like next year? Will the
ing an NFL career with the Bears.
winning carry on?
Unlike previous seasons, it didn't stop with the
"We're hoping for the same results next year,"
football team this year. The biggest change we saw
Corbet said. "We have to replace a lot of good athwas as we watched head coach Greg Graham transletes that left this year," he added.
form the men's basketball program into a successWe are faced with this issue after every season, but
ful, hardworking team.
Corbet, the coaches, and the athletes all agree that
"Coach Graham instilled some new excitement
Bronco athletics willcontinue to improve.
into the team, It Corbet said. "The chemistry was just
"It's gotten better every year since I've been here,"
right. They connected," he added.
Gilligan said. "Every year people say that teams
The Boise State men's basketball team accomaren't going to win as often without certain players,'
. pUshed the feat this season witha 23-10 record and
but they don't realize that when a school does well,
a trip to the post season for the first time in ten years
where they advanced to the "Sweet 16" of the NIT. it attracts more [and better] athletes,"
Boise State's next goal isn't far from reach.
The Broncos accomplished this despite the loss of
Coaches, faculty, players and students hope ,BSU
three key players just before the first game, along
will be recognized in the future for high academics
with leading scorer Jermaine Blackburn in the last
and great athletes. After this year, the Broncos are
seven games of the regular season.
well on their way.
Similar to the football team, the men's basketball
"Boise State will soon be a university in the nation
program produced a player that will move forward
that is recognized for great athletic programs, acaafter graduating from BSU. Senior forward Aaron
demics and athletes," Nabors said.
'
Haynes was drafted by the Florence Flyers of the

Freshman guard Coby Kart
(above) had a standout
season this year. The Boise
State men's basketball
team ended the season
with a 23-10 record.
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Bro~co·blue, through and through!
Coach Hawkins
and his
winning ways
aren'tgoing
anywhere
BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
After leading the Broncos
through one of the most successful football seasons in
Bronco history, Coach Dan
Hawkins isn't going anywhere.
Hawkins 'will be back this upcoming season to lead the
Broncos on their journey toward a third strait WACtitle.
In three years as head coach
at Boise State, Hawkins has recorded a 33-6 record. In 2002he
led his Bronco team to the first
WAC Championship in school
history, going a-o in the conference and becoming the first
team to sweep the WAC since
BYU did it in 1996. Also that
year, the Broncos averaged 51.1
points a game and recorded an
average victory margin of 37.2

points, breaking the WACrecord
set by BYU in 1979. The team
was ranked 12th in the Coaches
Poll and 15th in the Associated
Press Poll at season's end that
year. Hawkins was selected
WAC Coach of the Year and
University Division I-A Region
4 Co-Coach of the year, sharing
the honor with Okiahoma head
coach Bob Stoops.
Last year was equally as successful for the Boise State football program. Hawkins' team
finished the season with a 13-1
record, a second strait 8-0 record in the WAC giving them
the title in back-to-back seasons, and a victory in the 2003
Plains Capital Fort Worth Bowl.
Sixteen of Hawkins' players
earned All-WAC honors last
season. Quarterback Ryan
Dinwiddie, who just recently
signed with the Chicago Bears,
along with Tim Gilligan, Andy
Avalos,Julius Roberts, and Wes
Nurse received First Team honors. The team ended the season
ranked 15th in the Coaches Poll
and 16th in the APPoll.
In the past five years, the
Broncos are third among the
winningest Division I-A football programs in the nation.

Their 55-11 record over the last
five years is third best to only
the Miami Hurricanes (55-8)
and the Okiahoma Sooners (5511).TWs upcoming season, the
Broncos look to continue their
high-scoring success even after loosing 12 starters from last
year's team, nine of which received All-WAChonors. Only
three members of last year's
high-powered offense remain:
two offensive linemen in Daryn
Colledge and M.J. Ansel, and
tight end Derek Schouman.
On the bright side for the
Broncos, the team is returning
two First Team All-WACstars
on defense in Andy Avalos and
Julius Roberts. Another thing
the team, as well as Bronco
fans, can definitelylook forward
to is the schedule. The Broncos
will host seven of their eleven
games, including homesteads
against arch-rival Idaho, BYU,
Oregon State, and Fresno State.
Two of the biggest questions
to arise this, off-season were
whether or not Hawkins will
return to the helm in 2004, and
who will take Dinwiddie's spot
in the huddle. The Hawkins
question is easy, of course. The
Dinwiddie question ... not so

easy. Three underclassmen,
sophomore Jared Zabranski,
sophomore Legadu Naanee,
and redshirt freshman Taylor
Tharpe, will be competing with
senior Mike Sanford for the
prestigious position. Coach
Hawkins will giveeach a chance
to show what they can do.
"We will give all four guys an
opportunity to get out there
with the ones and see who can
move the club," said Hawkins in I
the 2004 Spring Prospectus. "I
think competition is good at all
of our positions. We told them
there are no incoming starters.
We are just going to see who can
move the club,"
It will take a little work on I
next year's fairly young team to
get them back where they have
been the past two years, being
WACChampions and a top 25
team. However, looking at talent level and the man's success
here at Boise State, it is hard I
doubt Coach Hawkins.

(KRT)

Forget the fact that Central
Florida is teeming with players
from the LPGA-andPGATours.
For the next two weeks, Orlando
stands at center stage on the national college golf scene.
Starting with, the women's
NCAADivision I East Regional,
which begins Thursday at the
Mission Inn in Howey-in-theHills, the colleges will all but
own the town.
Next week, the Division II
men's and women's national
championships will be held at
Victoria Hills in DeLand and
The Legacy Club -at Alaqua
Lakes,respectively. Both are co- ,
hosted by RollinsCollege.
The Division I East Regional,
a n-hole event that ends
Saturday, marks the eighth consecutive year that the Mission
Inn has hosted a postseason
college event. The course hosted the Division I women's fmals
three years ago. Stetson is co-

Aimee Cho ofUF, is ranked No.
9 individually by Golfweek.
No. 32 FSUgets a lift from the
return of Windennere native
Carrie Sordel, a senior who was
academically ineligible during
the spring semester. She will return to the lineup this week.
The Division II men's and
women's finals, which run next
Wednesday through Saturday,
each will feature eight teams.
No. 1 Rollins College, the defending national women's
champion and a heavy favorite
to repeat, is competing today
in the final round of the South
Regional near Pensacola and
must finish first or second to
advance.
Asfor down the road, Saboor's
group has entered a bid to host
the 2007 Division I women's finals, which would be held at
LPGAInternational in Daytona
Beach. The Mission Inn also
will host the Hooters Collegiate
Match Play Championship, a
major event featuring the top
teams in golf, on Nov. 14-16.
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hosting.
"Our region has a solid record
of success," said John Saboor,
director of the Central Florida
Sports Commission, which is
hosting the three events. "This
streak is truly unprecedented
and we take it very seriously."
The Division I event features No. 1 Duke and national-honors candidate Virada
Nirapathpongporn, who won
the Nancy Lopez Award last
week, which is presented annually to the top female amateur
player in the country. Duke's
roster includes three of the top
five players in Golfweek magazine's individual national rankings.
Florida, Auburn, Okiahoma
State, Wake Forest, UNLV,
North
Carolina,
Tulane,
LSU, Tennessee,
Furman,
South Carolina, Florida State,
Mississippi, UNC-Wilmington,
Alabama, Miami, NC State,
Campbell, St. Francis and
Southern University also are in
the regional field. All-SECpick

and IDAHO

I

Big college golf events set for Orlando area
The Orlando Sentinel
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ATTENTION STUDENTSII
Mobile storage Is the "next generation" storage solution
which provides you with a convenient way to store your
belongings during summer break.

Rent your own Cubby for the Summer or
team up with a couple frlendsl
Convenience At Your Door ~tep
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apartment or house.
• Loading... you and your friends can take your time and load
at your leisure. We will pick It up when Y9u are done.
• Load your Cubby and sit back and relax. No need to load that
truck and unload at a traditional self storage location.
• When you come back for the fall we will deliver your Cubby
back to you.
YES '" ACCESS When You Need IT I
• You can access your stored items out of the weather in our
climate controlled warehouse when you ha.vethe need.
'.

CALL 895·8889
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THE STEELHEA
Also offered:
~ June 19th & 20th, 1-3:30pm & June 21st, 5:30-7:30pm
Towne Square Library 2nd floor, 350 N. Milwaukee

The genius, a.k.a. Mighty
Mouth, followed through like
Mike Tyson back in the day.
First he talked shit, then he
came out swinging.
ot so long
Topics: meditating in your heart, concentrating,
No kidding- we were bobbin'
ago,
a
couple
being creative and effective, establishing a daily &
and weavin' just to skirt the
friends
and
life-long meditation practice.
mess. This fella started pushing
I
witnessed
and shoving, still running his
something
jaw- and then turned his focus
unbelievable.
to another player.
No, it wasn't
So what was Mighty Mouth's
the
Idaho
problem? Besides the fact that
Steelheads
he presumably had a few too
hockey team
many drinks, a wicked mean
putting a hurtin' on the visiting
Alaska Aces- that was earlier in temper, and perhaps a wee bit
of a small penis?
the night.
Who knows, maybe he wasn't
What we did see was the unbreast fed long enough, or mayfortunate transition from the
be he just wasn't hugged as a
ice to the streets of downtown
child.
Boise, and the regrettable transAll I kept thinking was how
gression that transpired.
lucky this guy was that only
As my gal pals and I left our
a few of the Steelheads were
usual Saturday evening hangout, we were privy to some of around to see the mess he had
started. Then again, it's doubtthe usual downtown antics: the
ful that he would've started In
long line at the hot dog carts,
had there been reinforcements
and the desperate fellas tryin'
present. Eh?
to spit mad game at the last
But what's the bigger picture
minute ladies, giv·en their new
here? Sadly, this is just one of
found liquid courage.
Last but not least, we saw a many occurrences that feature'
athletes, as targets. It's a sorry
couple of crazies, one In parindicator of our time.
ticular we shall deem, "Mighty
Athletes are willingly or unMouth." This guy took It upon
himself to start talkin' some se- willingly held to a higher standard, even elevated to celebrity
rious smack to a pair of Idaho
Steelhead hockey players as status. The problem with this
comes when fans, case in point,
they were leaving a frequented
blur the line, failing to make a
downtown bar,
distinction between what goes
What's this? I thought I had
on in and out of the game- failleft the Bank of America Center
ing.to separate the athlete from
hours ago. But nonetheless,
the man beneath the jersey.
here were the remnants of the
whether that may be on and
rafters, trash talk and all, front
off the ice, the hardwood, or the
and center on Main Street.
field- the trend prevails.
Out of nowhere, a drunken
You hear about athletes being
voice shouted out, spouting
approached for autographs, for
some mess about the game,
charity events, and just about
even calling one of the playeverything and anything else.
ers by name. He strategically
Fans know no boundaries.
followed with sweet nothings,
Players are at dinner- they're
such as "you're a bleeplng assapproached.
hole."
They're out with family and
Ouch. Where'd this guy come
friends- forget about privacy.
from? Why all the hostility?
Or, they're simply trying to
Had the visiting Aces followed
leave downtown after a key
the Steelies downtown to diswin and celebratory beer- and
rupt their post game celebrathey're verbally and physically
tion? Were the Aces attempting
assaulted, such as In this case.
to beat the Boise boys off the
ice, since they couldn't handle . So what of It?' These guys are
tough, right? Heck, you've seen
them on the ice?
them on the' ice. Lord knows
Not the case. It appeared this
they can throw down.
was just a random fella, who
Surely they can handle themwas In desperate need of some
attention, or medication. You selves in a scuffle with a illtempered
hothead,
guilty of
take your pick.
an inflated ego and a runaway
But I digress... The incident
mouth.
escalated, and matters went
No doubt- had the Boise PD
one step further.
not been so close at hand, intervening after just a couple of
punches, it's a pretty safe bet
that our antagonist would've
been on the pavement, kissing
delicious meal:is, lel:il:iuce,
concrete.
trornabo and chips.'
COMMENTARY BYANDREA
TRUJILLO
Sports Editor
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Over 30 satiisfying
sandwiches and salads
for lunch, dinner, picnics
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But instead, Boise's finest
swooped in, cuffed the lot of
them, and whisked them off.
TWs was probably not what the
fellas had planned- hitting "the
bars," post game.
The tragic part is this; these
players were simply in the
wrong place at the wrong time,
and were presumed guilty because of it. Had they not been
so recognizable,
and associated with a sport notorious for
bench-dearing
brawls- would
our ice heroes have been presumed guilty of starting the
scuffle? I think not.
So seeing the unjust, I stepped
forward to tell one of the officers
on the scene what had transpired- that these guys hadn't
started the whole ruckus.
The,officer's response: "There
were no witnesses."
Are
you
kidding
me?
Downtown Boise, Saturdayevening. It's like a mini Mardi gras
down there ... Yet, there were no
witnesses?
I explained that I was walking
five feet from the guys when the
fix broke out. But the cop stuck
to his story, "no witnesses."
Nothing like the justice system disregarding
the valid
and logical steps, setting aside
all reason, to make a quick
Saturday night pickup. Was this
an arrest or a doughnut shop?
Still, all rules and regulations
aside, let's talk results. What is
the impact of such an unfortunate occurrence?
For Mighty Mouth, not too
much- right? I'm sure he had
to post bail, show up for a court
date, and probably get slapped
with a fine. But the potential
consequences
are far less severe.
Consider
the athletes
involved. I'm sure they too had
to post bail, they'll have a court
date, etc... But they also had
to deal with the incident being
reported on the evening news.
At least one of the players involved, if not both, was namedwith his latest highlights flashing across the screen.
Super, now every sports fanin
the Treasure Valley knows this
guy was involved in a scuffle following the last home win.
My question is this- where
was Mighty Mouth's
snapshot? Why wasn't his sweet
mug flashed across the evening
news. Oh I get it, he can't perform a hat trick, so that's just
not relevant.
It hardly seems fair.
So what's the conclusion
here?
Our culture undoubtedly loves sports. We embrace
athletes as role models, ambassadors, and celebrities. Litde

just

"

'.
"

kids idolize these guys, buying
shoes, jerseys, and whatever
else they can get their hands on ..
Anything, to be just like them.
.:
But is the grass always greener ..
on the other side? Being in the'
public eye has got to be tough. ~
Being the object of constant
scrutiny can't be an easy way
to live.
"
These guys never get a time;
out. So, do the pros outweigh.
the cons? I really couldn't say.
If you or I go to the store,"
we can pick up a box of Lucky.
Charms without being asked;
for an autograph. We go to a
restaurant, nobody bothers us. "
And we walk downtown, and'
no strangers call us out, by.~
name no less, draw us into an"
unsolicited brawl, and force us::
to defend ourselves on the city:::
streets.
:,~
Consider one more thing, An '
average Joe gets into an alter- .,
cation such as this and his job ~
is not in jeopardy. Bail, sure. Ad
fine- heck yeah, But job secu-:
rity- that's not even a consider-:
ation for the most part. _
:';
An athlete falls into the same:
unfortunate situation, and his::
respective team gets involved, ~~
the coach gets pulled into the>
mix, even the league chimes in. ~
As far as the pitiful lncident;
I witnessed, it hasn't been to-::
tally sorted out- legally speak-»
ing. The players involved were:
not suspended at that time, and;;
rightfully so.,
But I assure you, had they'"
been forced to sit out when the ~
team traveled to Anchorage to"
wrap up the series- the outcome:
could have been very different.
Again, this is their livelihood '
people. These guys have a lot
to lose. Let me remind you that
the Steelheads are in the ECHL;
Playoffs, down from 32 teams to ;
the final four. This is big.
'
Hopefully, the courts will sort:
out the mess, the players will be ,
cleared of all charges, and the:
team will continue to win.
But while I have this forum..
I'd like to close by sending out a:
little message to Mighty Mouth, ,
who was clearly looking for his
15 minutes of fame:
:
Forget about the liquid cour- ,
age. It doesn't become you.
:
Myself and plenty of other
"nonexistent"
witnesses
saw
you start the mess.
Next time you leave the bar,
just harness your hunger big
guy.
You got beef? Get beef.
Just walk straight to the back
of the line. Order yourself a
weiner with evetything on it.
You have a much better
chance comin' up against a hotdog than hockey player.
1
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B~fore the Earth, planets, and the stars were ever created, there was the Almighty God Jehovah, who
al~ays was. Then Jehovah God created His only begotten Son (Jesus Christ) the Word, and they
T?gether created the Heavens, the Earth, and the angels.
JColossians I: 15-18
"
I,

Ope of these angels was appointed to rule over man. He was a high-ranking cherub called Lucifer. LtIcifer rebelled and misled Eve. After this, Lucifer was known as Satan, Serpent, Dragon,
aQd Devil. -EzekieI28:13-15
Mer Lucifer's rebellion and the downfall of mankind through disobedience of Adam and Eve, the
A)mighty God Jehovah promised to bring forth a Holy One who would rule the universe and
mankind under Jehovah God in righteousness. That Holy One is the Only Begotten Son of Jehovah
Gbd, the Word, Jesus Christ, who was sent to Earth to become flesh and choose his government from
among mankind, consisting of those who would believe upon Him. The world, however, hated Him.
They crucified Him, and He returned to dle right hand of His Father Jehovah in Heaven until dle
appointed time of His second coming. -Acts 3:20-23 & Luke 4:43

...
"

I
I

At Christ's (Jehovah's Son's) second coming, this wicked system of things will be destroyed, and His
ri~teous, faithful follDwers will be resurrected from their graves to live forever, some in Heaven and
some on Earth. -2 Peter 3:7-13
'
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Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students. '
To place an ad call 345-8204 x100 or come to till:
office at 1605 University Drive (across from the S.U.B)

PIano, vocal, & theory
lessons for ages 3-adult,
Instructor has two
musical degrees. Call
~ Mila at 331-0278 or
409-0278.
Looking for single
mothers to mentor other
single mothers in fall.
KelliCortes@mail.boises
tate.edu

1997 Honda Passport
414, 4dr, AT, Power
everything, looks great.
$8000/0bo 867-6491
1994 Kawsakl ZX6.
. 600cc's. Runs great.
Brand new tires, rear
brake and chain. $2200
obo. 440-9457
1993 Chevy Silverado.
4X4. 3/4 Ton. V8. Power
windows/locks. Must sell.
$4000 obo. 342-0168

1985 Ford Bronco n, V6, new tires, new exhaust
system, $700 841-2213

199iGreen Yamaha
XJ600 SE Seca II 10k
miles, great condo Carbs
rebuilt & valve adjust.
$2,OOO/obo.398- 8206
1990 Ford Ranger XLT.
Camper shell, carpet kit.
141000 miles. 5 speed.
Clean. Good condition.
$1500 obo. 362-2049
1989 Nissan 240SX,
Red, Runs great. Fun
and sporty. New tires,
no stereo, needs some
paint. $2000/0bo. Call
229-8778

1987. Subaru 4x4, Lt.
blue, good condition,
112k miles, $515/obo.
794-2646

Benge Symphonic 1!1ii
F-Stop T-Bone. $400 obo.
Must sell. Graham
284-1157

1982 Jeep DJ5. Postal
jeep. New -transmission.
78K. $1500 obo.·
869-1849

27 inch Schwinn
woman's bicycle. 18
speed. Red and chrome
fenders. $75. 426-2759 or
343-5549

1981 Honda CTllO
Trail Bike, Street legal.
7050 miles, runs strong.
$IOOO/obo 345-4785

1988 BMW 325i
convertible. Red w/black
soft top & leather interior.
Excellent condition.
$4500.345-1248

King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476

1987 Subaru GL
Stationwagon. Runs
great. Baby blue. $1000
obo. Call 208-659-1144
for more information.

Cherry sleigh bed.
Solid wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464

~
~

5-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464

with a local
private ·lawyer for
lllOet legal problems
you may have.
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child lIUPPOrt
collection and debt
problems
personal injury and
insurance
workmen's cClqlensation
claims
DUl/criminal
call ASBSU for an

Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call
866-7476

Mini Goat 4 sale. Great
w/kids, Loves little boys.
Knows name. Responds
when called. Comes
quickly. Moving, must
sell, 869-1667

Townhouse in SE Boise.
2 bedl1.5 bath. WID
included. Fenced yard.
$650 + utilities. Call
761-2669
Charming 2bd duplex
apt. $500/mo. Covered
parking, yard, alc, wid.
Call 345-2851 or
761-9687

SHAW
MOUN IN
HEIGHTS

MOVE" IN SPECIALS

Looking for Female
Roommate. Own Room
$225. Y, utilities. Semi
Fur. Cable. Quiet. No
drugs/smoke. 462-3974

Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-2933985 ext 223

2bd/lba apt. Across
from BSU Stadium.
331-7870

Studio Apt. for rent.
All amenities. 1909
Yale Court. Across from
Admin Bldg. $380/mo.
Call Dane 870-5551

1&2 Bedroom/2 Bath
ApartmentHomes
Quite DowntownSelling
Near SI.Lukesand
FoothillTrails.

Homes for Sale near
BSU, 0$ down available,
Own for less than rent!
Josh Might@ 371-2524
Prudential

Room for rent. $300
including utilities. 2
houses from BSU. Clean.
Male or Female.
342-1904

S315/month. 1 bedroom
apartment. Private
entrance, near BSU. 628
W. Fort St. (#2). W/S/T
paid. $100 off first month
rent. 866-3298

Great summer job.
Looking for hard
working, self-motivated
individuals to work at
Spring Shores Marina.
386-9846

Students! Looking
for a unique place for
the summer or even
a quiet place to study
year round? The Plaza
olTers Stu, I, 2 bdrs & all
w/lofts. Close to school,
greenbelt & downtown.
Compo pricing wlrent
reduced the longer you
stay. Call 386-9318

·'(·'O""';IItI"'91£1

NETWORK
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while you are a
student,
Career
Opportunities,
or
Internships?

I.lookln. for enerptlc,
~
.elf motivated Indlvld... l. til
·add til our outllde .. Ie. taam·
• GREATCOMMISSIONS
• BONUSES
• FLDIIlE
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WasherlDryer
Microwave/Cable

"CALL

HOURS

• ADVANCEMENT

AND IlUPPORT PROVl

CALL MIKE FOR AN INTERVIEW

208-194-1714

~

343-1242' '
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, EXTRA
We're hiring outgoing
end artlculste studsnts
to work 20-40
hours per week.

We are lookingfor career minded individuals,for our Boise,
Nampa and Idaho Fallsoffices,withthree specificrequisites:
Desire to make money,willingnessto workhard and a sense

, NewlyBuilt
1&2 Bedrooms

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

of responsibilityto the client. This is a career opportunitythat
offersunlimitedearning potential. We also offerextensive

or $595

° Paid training
• Casual environment
° flexible schedule

training,support, and compelilivebenefits,

.

•

, ,INC0ME
.
~ '"
.

Affordable
Downtown
Living

•
•
•
•
•

:/"vl
d.sh

Lookingfor Jobs
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863-3516 or 373-7218

_

BroncoJobs
11
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$515

Ullllpoy"ldai,lIh1t,..,_
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College Belllfltlincludl:
•
.$71lOOpe-m6
• I'b1II111t11xd s:m,t1llO
...
• ~SUledIJm~
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--Plus: --_.
Getpid $27llOO .... enn.x1
pe-m6~ID"
Ililolm( Nliad &.ad
Mdltlllllll S1gn1l1l1BoUaI
_ smo - SlOW

CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Available Seasonal or
Year Round. Call
941-906-4880

All AppliancesIncluding:

Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464

appoinbnent Attorneys:
Margaret Lezamiz and
Jolm Schroeder

NEED MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

Elevators
Directly across/rom Winca
24-Hour fitness room
Business Center
Secured Access

If you posses these quallt/es, please send resume to:

. $8.00 I hour

NORTHWESTERNMUTUALFINANCIALNETWORK
Attention: Director of Recruiting
P.O. BOX8627 BOISE,10 83707·2627
or Contact Sara Salls at (208) 383.0210

,At; ~

Apply now, start after 2"
finals. Flex schedules r
in PI Customer
sales/service.
Conditions apply.
All ages 18+.

Plesse call for
more Infonnallon

658-4888

.

MAl,:"Tl-lAl
RESTAUR.ANT'&BAR
Kidcin it up a nolch in Downtown BOMe
right next ()oorlo O[()Chicago.
J

~

E

O

DILBERT

WE'VE MOVED OUR.
CALL CENTERS
TO
EL BONIA BUT WE:
DON'T THINK ANYONE WILL NOTICE.

8

~
l!l

I

H!

HELLO, HOW MAY I
HELP YOU? MY NAME
IS KR.UPHNEHDAHPHEWEUNDIKANISWALYNIAPHOR.GANOPOP.

su

I MEAN.

~. CAR.L .
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ELBONIAN

~

CALL CENTER.

H!
::>

BUT MAY I INTER.EST
YOU IN A SET OF
POR.CELAIN
UNICOR.N
FIGUR.INES
THAT
WEAR. PANTS?

WE DON'T HAVE THAT
SOFTWAR.E IN STOCK.

R.EALLY? WOW. YOUR.
COUNTR.Y HAS WAY
TOO MUCH MONEY.

~
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~
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Todars Birthday <May 6)
Love is abundant for you this year,
.
and that makes up for some shortages.
Money comes in quickly and goes out
just as fast You'd be wise to buy things
you need rather than saving it
since
those items may be cheaper now. It's a
game you can win. You ha..ve the talent,
so just add the discipline. To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

an,

Saldttarlus (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Toaay is a 7 - You're very creative and
inventive, and you like to think of
solutions that nobody has ever considered. But sometimes there's hard work
involved. Today, work up a sweat.

Cancer (June 22- July 22)
Today is a 7 - Challenges can sometimes
be pretty rough. You might even be
tempted to throw in the towel. But this
is a test, and if you quit before it's over,
you have to taKe the class over.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 • Ponder things a little while
longer and finish up the things on your
to-do list. There may be a few surprises
in store. You hate it when that happens,
but better to find out now rather than
later.

Leo (July 23-AuJ,;' 22)
Today is a 9 - Things shouid look a little
brighter by now. Oh, sure, there are still
proolems to be faced, but somehow
,
they don't seem as frightening when you
have a good friend on your side.

ArIes (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is a 7 - Your limits are being
tested, and it's your own fauit. You're
the one who doesn't ever want to ta!<e
no for an answer. Find a way around a
problem that has others stumped.

VirKo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
.
Toaay is a 6 - As you watch the conflict
rage, you may wonder which side you
should take. Actually, you're better off
where you are, on the sidelines. They
might not even notice you're there.

Taums (Aprll20-May20)
Today is a 6 - Contemplate financial
decisIons very carefully now, because
there may not be enough money to buy
what you want ..Luckily, you're good at
delaytng gratification.
.

Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today Is an 8 -You're off on a new
adventure _ an adventure of the mind.
Actually, there may be some travel involved, but not much. You couid sign up
for a class across town, for example. Just
make sure it's job-related.

Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.18)
Today is a 7 - Although a lot of the pressure Is off, your worKload will increase.
The quantity goes up, but the scrutiny is
going down. MeanWhile, if you're going
to be late for dinner, call.

Geralnl(May21-June21)
_.Today is a 7 - Admit it: You love a good
. , Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 2~)
! argument.
You enjoy the exchange of
To~ay ~ a 7 - A delicat. e lSsue ,will re.quire
ideas. If someone disa~e8
withyotl,
your full attebtion. You may have to
-don'rtetithurt
jourfeelings.Look
at it-~~spend.moneyJn.t!I~J'
to getmQr:f:l Qll~l<,
as a challenge..
.
You're good at negotiations. If you're
not as good as you could be, practice.
~,

-.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - If you have an outrageous
request. you might as well make it now.
ThIngs are in a state of flux, so anvthing
Is possible. You mighteven,benefit
from
someone's mistake. You have nothing to
lose and everything to gaIn.
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ACROSS
Ma~e sn ascent
Flower holder
AJllson 01 jazz
Tripoli's country
S dispensers
Gershwin and
Levin
17 Charlie Chan
Illmsstar
18 AM advice
19 Former Majority
Leader Trent
20 Source of
domestic cash
22 Patella location
23 Eject Irom the
premlsss
24 Resldencs
25 Cobbler's
punches
29 Shakespeare's
Moor
31 Ulterly
33 Doctorow noVllI
37 Man with
salivating dogs
38 Newsman Dan
39 Suppresses
41 Cousins 01
margays
42 Form snew
44 Rapier's cousin
45 Marks time
48 Ending words
50 Floating jail
51 No malter what
56. Davenport
57 Befuddlement
58 Gymnast
Comanecl
59 Perpetually
60 Till pile
.
61 Smarl
62 Socially inelll
loser
·63 Shoe Iorm
64 _ Park, CO
1
6
10
14
15
16
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Crossword

I

I

By Linda C. Black

rJ.·

'You gatta pull back on the senseless
playground bUllying,Joe, It's starting to
leellike another Vietnam."

1
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DOWN
1 Basin blocker

:: Oscar winner

Kediova
3 Structural
beam
4 Talkative bird

5 Cop'sID ..

2

3

'2

•

13

"
17

50

50
62
C 2004 TrI3une Ul'dla
All,~hta ..... rved.

8 Blast furnace
9 Latin being
10 Dairy container
11 Maine college
tOV.ll
12 Stuffed to the
gills
13 First name li1
cosmetics
21 Develops a la
Darwin
24 Pond scum
25 Little snakes·
26 ....: can I say?
27 Jacob'a third
son
28 Personal
assessmant
30 Theft
32 Dramatic parts
34 Flapjack chsln's

letters

35 Dole (out)
36 GaeUctongue

40 'SOs-revival
group

___~ ~~~~~ team~~~~~~~
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Solutions
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45 -when We Dead
.. Awaken"
dramatist

46 Herded
47 Permaneilt

51 Fan-lllall
recipient
...
52 Large contalnets
53 Prepare for.... >..
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